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Vitamin K2: an essential protector
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Growing evidence confirms K2’s heart benefits,
yet inadequate intakes continue
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Abstract

Previously, vitamin K was recognized solely as a cofactor for blood clotting. However, the discovery of
vitamin K-dependent proteins (VKDPs) led to a more comprehensive understanding of vitamin K’s role
with respect to bone and cardiovascular health. Research has demonstrated that high intakes of vitamin K2 (but not K1), through its
activation of the VKDP Matrix Gla Protein (MGP), is associated with reduced arterial calcification, reduced arterial stiffness, and a
reduced incidence of coronary heart disease (CHD). Current data suggests that supplementation with Vitamin K2 may help correct
widespread vitamin K insufficiency while improving risk parameters for cardiovascular disease in Western populations.

INTRODUCTION
Discovered in 1929, vitamin K
was originally identified for its
role as a haemostasiological
(coagulation) cofactor. The
mechanism by which vitamin
K performs this function is
via its involvement in several
proteins, which play a role
in the regulation of blood
clotting (1). Vitamin K1 and
K2 are the two naturally
occurring forms of this
fat-soluble vitamin. Plants
synthesize phylloquinone
(K1), and intestinal
microbiota synthesizes a
range of K2 forms collectively
referred to as menaquinones
(2). The menaquinone
form of vitamin K2 is
designated according to
the number of repeating
5-carbon units in the side
chain of the molecule. For
example, if there are seven
repeating 5-carbon units,
the designation will be
menaquinone-7, or MK-7 (3).

MORE THAN A
HEMOSTASIOLOGICAL
COFACTOR

Figure 1. The Vitamin K cycle.

In the 1970s vitamin
K-dependent proteins
(VKDPs) were discovered.
Essentially, vitamin K
functions as a cofactor
for the enzyme,
γ-glutamylcarboxylase
which in turn catalyses
the carboxylation of the
glutamic acid (Glu) to
γ-carboxyglutamic acid
(Gla) forming Gla-proteins or
VKDPs (1) (Figure 1).
Although previously
considered primary for its
role as a haemostasiological
cofactor, this discovery led
to a more comprehensive
understanding of vitamin K’s
role with respect to bone and
cardiovascular health (4).
Some of the 17 VKDPs that
have been identified to
date act as calcification
inhibitors (5). These include
osteocalcin (OC),
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also known as bone Gla protein (synthesized by osteoblasts),
and matrix Gla protein (MGP, found in cartilage, bone, and
soft tissue, including blood vessel walls). These proteins are
local inhibitors of calcification in the tissues in which they exert
their function (6-12). It should be noted that only calcification
inhibitors that are small enough to penetrate the collagen and
elastin fibrils, i.e., OC and MGP, will be able to move freely into
the fibril and prevent mineral growth therein. This explains why
the elastin fibrils are prone to calcification, especially during
vitamin K insufficiency, and demonstrates the vital importance
of vitamin K in the prevention of soft-tissue calcification (13).
Menaquinone and vascular health: epidemiological and
observational research
The first evidence for a link between vitamin K status and
vascular health was provided by the population-based
Rotterdam study (14), which included 4,807 subjects who were
analysed for their vitamin K intake as well as its relationship to
aortic calcification and coronary heart disease (CHD). The
results showed the relative risk of CHD mortality was reduced
in the mid and upper tertiles of dietary menaquinone,
compared to the lower tertile, and was inversely related to
all-cause mortality and severe aortic calcification. Interestingly,
phylloquinone intake was not related to any of the outcomes.
In similar research, the association between intake of
phylloquinone and menaquinone with coronary calcification
was examined in a cross-sectional study (15) among 564
post-menopausal women. Results revealed that 62% (n=360)
of the women had coronary calcification. Menaquinone
intake was associated with decreased relative risk of coronary
calcification (p=0.03). As with the Rotterdam cohort, this
study showed that high dietary menaquinone intake, but
not phylloquinone, was associated with reduced coronary
calcification.

menaquinones serve as a cofactor in extra-hepatic tissues
such as the vascular wall (17). Also, phylloquinone has a
relatively short half-life time(18), whereas research suggests
that long-chain menaquinones have a longer half-life(19).
Schurgers et al (20) demonstrated that, while phylloquinone
and the MK-7 form of menaquinone were absorbed well,
the long half-life of MK-7 resulted in much more stable serum
levels, and 7- to 8-fold accumulation of higher levels during
prolonged intake.
In addition, there is a difference in bioavailability between
the two most commercially available forms of menaquinone
used in the food industry and in dietary supplements, which
are MK-4 and MK-7 (Figure 3). A human clinical trial (21)
investigated the bioavailability of MK-4 and MK-7, the two most
commercially available forms of menaquinone. A single dose
administration of MK-4 (420 μg) or MK-7 (420 μg) was given
in the morning together with standardized breakfast. Results
showed that MK-7 was well absorbed, reaching a maximal
serum level at 6 hours and detectable up to 48 hours after
intake. By contrast, MK-4 was not detectable in the serum of all
subjects at any time point, even after continuing consecutive
administration (60 μg) for 7 days. Researchers concluded that
MK-4 does not contribute to the vitamin K status as measured
by serum vitamin K levels. However, it can be noted that other
research has shown that vitamin K status in bone tissue does
receive benefit from MK-4 supplementation (22,23), albeit at
exponentially higher doses (45 mg/day).

Figure 3. Forms of Vitamin K.

Figure 2. Dietary intake of Vitamin K2 is associated with reduced risk
of coronary heart disease.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PHYLLOQUINONE AND MENAQUINONE
In addition to the differences between phylloquinone and
menaquinone noted in the introduction, there are other
noteworthy differences. Transport of phylloquinone is with
triacylglycerol-rich fraction which is mainly cleared by the liver.
Menaquinones are found in both triacylglycerol-rich lipoprotein
and low-density lipoprotein, which transports it to extra-hepatic
tissues (16). This is consistent with functions of phylloquinone
and menaquinone: phylloquinone predominantly serves as a
cofactor for VKDPs in blood coagulation within the liver and
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Carboxylation and Gla proteins
Schurgers et al (20) also showed that MK-7 was more
effective than phylloquinone in increasing the carboxylation
of Gla-proteins. Since 10-40% of OC and MGP remains
undercarboxylated, Theuwissen et al (24) studied the doseresponse effects of supplemental MK-7 and placebo on the
carboxylation of the extra-hepatic Gla-proteins in 42 healthy
Dutch men and women aged between 18 and 45 years, using
the following daily doses of MK-7 in seven randomised groups:
placebo or MK-7 at 10, 20, 45, 90, 180, or 360 μg. Results
showed that MK-7 supplementation at doses at or above the
RDA (i.e. 75 μg+) significantly improved the carboxylation of
circulating OC and MGP, whereas supplementation at doses
below the RDA had no significant effects on the circulating
levels of both Gla-proteins. The carboxylation of Gla-proteins
is particularly significant since this has a positive impact on
bone strength (25) and arterial stiffness (26) (described later in
this article).
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CARDIOPROTECTIVE MECHANISM OF ACTION FOR
MENAQUINONE

HUMAN RESEARCH INVESTIGATING VITAMIN K
SUPPLEMENTATION ON VASCULAR PARAMETERS

MGP functions as an important local inhibitor of vascular
calcification by binding to crystal nuclei in hydroxyapatite,
thereby preventing crystal growth (27). The importance
of MGP as an inhibitor of vascular calcification was
demonstrated in a study by Luo et al (28) where mice that
lacked MGP developed to term, but died within two months
as a result of arterial calcification leading to blood-vessel
rupture. Since sufficient levels of vitamin K are needed for
MGP carboxylation (29-30), this nutrient is necessary in order
for MGP to function as a local calcification inhibitor (31).

In the population-based Rotterdam Study (14), 4807 subjects
were analysed for their vitamin K intake as well as its relationship
to aortic calcification and coronary heart disease (CHD).
Results showed that the relative risk (RR) of CHD mortality was
reduced in the mid and upper tertiles of dietary menaquinone
daily, compared to the lower tertile. Intake of menaquinone
was also inversely related to all-cause mortality and severe
aortic calcification. Phylloquinone intake was not related to
any of the outcomes. Likewise, Gast et al (37) examined the
relationship between dietary phylloquinone and menaquinone
intake (and subtypes), and the incidence of CHD using data
from the Prospect-EPIC cohort consisting of 16,057 women,
aged 49-70 years, who were free of cardiovascular diseases at
baseline. After adjustment for traditional risk factors and dietary
factors, an inverse association between menaquinone and risk
of CHD was observed with a Hazard Ratio (HR) of 0.91 per 10
µg/d menaquinone intake. This association was mainly due to
menaquinone subtypes MK-7, MK-8 and MK-9. Phylloquinone
intake was not significantly related to CHD.

INADEQUATE VITAMIN K2 INTAKE
According to Theuwissen et al (32) and Cranenburg et al (27),
measuring circulating undercarboxylated MGP levels is a
more effective method of assessing vitamin K status and an
appropriate intake level than using hepatic requirement
for clotting factor, the typical method. The reason for
this: individuals who are not supplemented with vitamin
K have substantial concentrations of undercarboxylated
extra-hepatic Gla-proteins in the circulation, while those
receiving MK-7 supplementation had much higher levels of
carboxylated Gla-proteins (32). In healthy adults, circulating
undercarboxylated MGP levels gradually increased with
age, with a significant rise was seen above 40 years of
age (34). Similarly Cranenburg et al (29) showed a trend
of increasing undercarboxylated MGP values with age,
and significant higher values for elderly (66-80 years) as
compared to young adults (25-40 years). In addition,
McCann and Ames (33) presented data from animal and
human research suggesting that much of the population
and warfarin/coumadin patients may not receive sufficient
vitamin K for optimal function of VKDPs that are important
to maintain long-term health. Furthermore, research (32)
found that circulating MK-7 concentrations only became
significant starting with an intake of 90 μg/day, and research
by Kalmeijer et al (34) demonstrated that undercarboxylated
MGP decreased significantly (P< 0.001) by 31% and 46%,
respectively, when subjects received 180 μg and 360 μg/day
MK-7, respectively. Also, improvements in arterial stiffness (26)
were achieved with a daily intake of 180 μg MK-7, and other
randomized trials have also demonstrated improvements in
circulating undercarboxylated MGP levels after vitamin K
supplementation with 500 μg/day (35)
as well as 135 μg and 360 μg/day (36).
While the “Daily Value”, a selected
amount for each nutrient in adults and
children four or more years of age, is
utilized for labels of dietary supplements
and foods, is set at 80 μg for vitamin K,
this appears insufficient. Comparatively,
the United States’ Adequate Intake
(AI) level for vitamin K (there is no RDA
for this nutrient) is 120 μg daily for men
and 90 μg daily for women. This may
be a more appropriate intake range
for maintenance purposes, although
180 μg of MK-7 provides great value for
cardiovascular health.

RCT using MK-7
Other clinical research sought to define optimal intake levels
of menaquinone intake for various indices of cardiovascular
health. Caluwé et al (38) randomly administered 360, 720 or
1080 µg of MK-7 thrice weekly for 8 weeks (≈ 120, 240 and 360
µg/day) to 200 chronic haemodialysis patients to ascertain
an appropriate dosage for MGP activation and subsequently
the calcification inhibitory activity of MGP. At baseline,
desphospho-uncarboxylated matrix Gla-protein (dp-uc-MGP)
was not associated with phylloquinone intake (P = 0.92), but
correlated inversely with menaquinone intake (P=0.023).
Results also demonstrated that MK-7 supplementation dose
dependently reduced dp-uc-MGP levels by 17, 33, and 46%,
respectively, in haemodialysis patients.

To examine potential efficacy in a normal population, Knapen
et al (39) investigated long-term effects of supplementation
with 180 µg/day MK-7 (MenaQ7, n=120) or placebo (n=124)
on arterial stiffness in healthy postmenopausal women
for three years in a double-blind, placebo-controlled
trial. Indices of local carotid stiffness, and regional aortic
stiffness were measured, as was dp-ucMGP as well as acute
phase markers for endothelial dysfunction. After three
years of supplementation with MK-7, measures of aortic
stiffness significantly
decreased. Compared
to placebo, MK-7
decreased dp-ucMGP
by 50%, but did not
influence the markers
for acute phase and
endothelial dysfunction.
Researchers concluded
that long-term
supplementation with
MK-7 improves arterial
stiffness in healthy
postmenopausal
women, especially
Figure 4. Menaquinone-7 supplementation improves arterial stiffness.
those with high arterial
stiffness (Figure 4).
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VITAMIN K SAFETY
There is no known toxicity associated with high doses of the
vitamin K1 or K2 (although the same is not true for synthetic
vitamin K3, menadione). Consequently, no tolerable upper
level (UL) of intake has been established for vitamin K1 or K2
by the Food and Nutrition Board, Institute of Medicine (1),
or by the World Health Organization (40). Moreover, longterm high dosage therapy with vitamin K is not associated
with increased thromboembolic events and no elevated
event rate was recorded even with 45 mg vitamin K2 (MK-4)
daily for three years in 2,185 postmenopausal osteoporotic
women (41). Currently, vitamin K antagonist medications
(i.e. coumarins) are the only contraindications for patients
using vitamin K2 (420), although novel anticoagulant
(NOAC) drugs may be used concomitantly.

CONCLUSION
The role of VKDPs, such as MGP, is understood for their
effects as local inhibitors of vascular calcification.
The importance of menaquinone the carboxylation
and activation of VKDP has also been demonstrated.
Convincing data about the biological plausibility of
menaquinone, expecially MK-7, and its contribution to
vascular health have been published. Ongoing studies will
provide further data as to whether these vitamin K-related
effects translate into clinical reality. Results from ongoing
clinical trials with vitamin K2 will contribute to provide a
better understand of how to manage arterial calcification
and CVD risk.
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